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The bosomfermion correspondence for the representation of the CAR algebra 
over L’(S’, C) defined by the (r, fi) KMS state with chemical potential p is 
considered and the non-bijectivity shown. Using an alternative formulation the 
correlations are recalculated leading to a determinant identity reminiscent of 
&ego’s Theorem. c 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~OUCTION 
For many years physicists have written fermion fields as formal functions 
of certain boson fields in 1 + 1 dimensions, see [C9, Dl], for example. 
However, these formula are difficult to make sense of mathematically. In 
[Fl ] representations of certain inlinite dimensional Lie algebras were 
constructed and in [F2] these were related to boson-fermion corre- 
spondence. Also in [C7], in 1 + 1 dimensional field theory, representations 
of current algebras were obtained using automorphisms of the fermion or 
CAR algebra for the 1 + 1 dimensional Dirac field. These were connected 
in [CS] via the work in [Sl] using projective representations of infinite 
dimensional Lie groups (see also [Cl, C2]). Adopting a simplified version 
of fermions, namely the CAR algebra over L2(S’, C) this enabled an 
explicit operator version of this correspondence for free bose fields. In 
[C3] this was taken further and the representations of loop groups which 
arise from temperature states of the CAR, suggested by statistical 
mechanics, were investigated and in [C4] projective representations of the 
gauge groups of 1 + 1 dimensional quantum field theory. 
So the basic idea of the boson-fermion correspondence in 1 space dimen- 
sion is the following. Given a representation of the CAR in which the local 
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gauge group G is implementable, by restricting to those maps in G which 
take their values in the maximal torus representation of the CCR in Weyl 
form is obtained. For the other way consider particular gauge group 
elements called “blips” ;‘!. These depend on the real parameter E such that 
they are singular at f: = 1 and there exists a constant c,: such that c, fty,). 
where f is a representation of the gauge group, converges in a certain sense 
to a fermion field. This convergence is rather delicate; strong convergence 
on a dense domain of the approximate fermion fields has been shown 
in [CS]. 
Here the relation to statistical mechanics of [C3] is extended to include 
the chemical potential p leading to some interesting technicalities concern- 
ing this correspondence. 
The prime reason for trying this extension is to investigate Bose-Einstein 
condensation, see [Bl, B2, Ll, L2], for example. 
Using the methods of [Pl] the first half of this correspondence is 
reformulated and the correlation recalculated leading to the determinant 
identity 
det F(X, - l/2) = n (1 + 2 cosfoe Ir(‘*+ “2’ + (e ~o(“+ 112’)2) 
,I 2 0 
where F(X, -l/2) is related to the Toeplitz operator, exp if, whose Fourier 
coefficients appear on the right hand side. This is similar in form to Szego’s 
Theorem (see [Ml, Chap. X; Hl]). 
It ought to be mentioned that this is not the only construction referred 
to as boson-fermion correspondence. Hudson and Parthasarathy have 
developed a boson-fermion correspondence using quantum stochastic 
analysis, see [H2, H3, P2], and a simple stochastic integral. Also Garbac- 
zewski, [Gl] and references therein, has yet another form; however, the 
connection of either with the above is unclear. 
The format of the paper is as follows. Section 2 uses the ideas of [C3] 
to introduce temperature states on loop groups, and the related boson- 
fermion correspondence, with the addition of another variable p, the 
chemical potential. The correspondence is studied leading to some 
interesting results concertning its bijectivity. Section 3 uses some results of 
[Pl] to reformulate the first half of Section 2 and recalculate the correla- 
tions concerned leading to a determinant identity reminiscent of Szego’s 
Theorem. 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Science and Engineer- 
ing Research Council who provided the funding for this work. 
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2. BOSON-FERMION CORRESPONDENCE WITH CHEMICAL POTENTIAL p 
2.1. htroduction 
This section will extend slightly the notion of boson-fermion corre- 
spondence given in [C3] to include an extra variable p in the KMS state. 
This variable ,D is referred to as the chemical potential and appears in the 
quantum statistical mechanics picture, particularly in the formulation of 
BoseeEinstein Condensation on the CCR side. 
Let H = L*(S’, C) and let the CAR algebra over H be denoted by A(H). 
Consider the one parameter group (Y: : t E [0,47r]} where 
rp g(s) = e -jprg(s + t), p E R, g E L2(S’, C). 
Then h, defined by 
h, g(s) = ( -id@ -P) g(s) 
is the generator of t-p and fi, g, = (n -p)g,, where : denotes the corre- 
sponding operator on the fourier transform space with 
g(s) = (2x)-“* 1 gnein’. 
Each r: induces an automorphism of A(H) via 
a(g) H 4r’: g), 
and hence there is a corresponding automorphism group 7’: given by the 
above. So the (F, /I) KMS state o~,~ for /I E (0, co), p E [w, is the quasi-free 
state determined by A,, where A,, is the operator 
e-Bho(l +epBhF)p’. 
That is 
ql,,Mgl)*4g*)) = (g2, AP,pgl )H. 
Taking fourier transforms gives 
ABrgn=e-B(n-ql +e-B(n-d-lgn 
2.1.1. Remark. As p + co, A,, + PC,, where 
{ 
0 
pc,,g,= 1 
for n9 [PI, 
for n < [PI, P $ c 
1 0 for n>p, = l/2 for n=p, ,uEZ, 1 for n<p, 
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with [x] denoting the integer part of X. This is interpreted physically as the 
property that only particles with energy less than or equal to ~1 occur, 
which is described as the Fermi sea, see [B3, p. 551. 
Let x~,~ denote the representation of A(H) determined by w~~,~. This may 
be realised by the usual “doubling up” procedure [ P3]. Set K = H @ H and 
define the projection P’!l’: K + K by the 2 x 2 matrix 
then o~,~ is the restriction to the subalgebra A(H@O), isomorphic to 
A(H), of the CAR algebra A(K) over K of the Fock state w+ on A(K) 
defined by P!?. Moreover the cyclic vector Q,,, for the representation zp/~.,~ 
corresponding to O~P.P is also cyclic and separating for A(H@O) and 
2.1.2. LEMMA. The representation 7rpkp of A(K) is equivalent to the 
representation rep= where 
with P- the operator whose fourier transform acts as 
P-gn= 
0 for n20 
gn for n<O, 
andP,=l-Pp. 
Proof rcp~.r and rep= are equivalent if and only if (P!” - PY) is a Hilbert 
Schmidt operator [P3]. This is true if P- -A,, and A;!:( 1 - Ap,p)“2 are 
Hilbert Schmidt operators. Now examining the fourier transforms of these 
operators it can be easily seen that 
2n Trace(P- -AD+) = - f epli(n-u)( 1 + eeBCn -p)) -’ 
?I=0 
+ 5 (1 +e--8(Gn-P))-l, 
n=l 
and 
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So (P- - AB+) and (AaV(l - AB,fl)) are trace class as 
f, (l+f?P(n*P)))I<cc V/LEE, VPE(O, co): 
by comparison with C K/n’ where K is fixed by 1 and ,u. Hence 
(P- -- As,ll) and A;$(1 - AB,r)1’2 are Hilbert Schmidt operators as 
required. 
2.1.3. Remark. The representations rcg,# and rcnp_ are quasi-equivalent. 
This follows if and only if the operators (1 - AB,fl)“2 - P, and Ai!: - Pp 
are Hilbert Schmidt. Now 
2rcTrace(l-Ab!:)P-= c (1-(1+eP(n-P)))‘/2)<~, 
n<o 
2rrTrace(l -AB+)l12)P+ = 1 (1 -(l +e-B(n-~)))‘/2)< co, 
n>O 
and 
(l-A,,,)P- -A,,,P+=Pp-A,,. 
So the operators (l-Ajiit)P-, (1-(1-AB,p)1’2)P+, (l-A,,,)P-, and 
A,, P + are trace class. Using 
(A;!; - P-)*(A;!;- P~)=AB,MP++(l-Aj/;)2P~, 
and 
((1 -A,I,J”~-P+)*((~ -Ap.p)1’2-P+) 
=(1-A,&P~+(1-(1-Ap,,)“2)2P+, 
the result is obtained. 
2.1.4. Remark. The above lemma and remark were written in some 
detail as the fact that some operators are in fact trace class will be of great 
importance in the next section where the Hilbert Schmidt condition is not 
sufficient. 
2.1.5. Remark. The operator Wp,p defined as 
WA, = 
i 
A;!;Pp + (1 - A&“‘P+ A;$P+ -(l -Ag,r)“2Pp 
-A;!;P++(1-Ap,,)“2P~ A;fpP~+(1-A,,)1’2P+ 1 
satisfies 
w,, P” W;r@ = PY. 
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Moreover from the results of the previous Remark 2.1.3, (1 - W,I,,,) is a 
trace class operator and det Wli,,, = 1. 
2.2. The Action of Map(S’, U( 1 )) 
Let 4,) c,& be smooth maps from S’ to U(l), that is, elements of 
Map(S’, U(1)). Define the unitary operator 4 on K to be multiplication by 
the function 
and let Map(S’, U( 1) x U( 1)) denote the multiplicative group of such 
operators. These operators induce a corresponding Bogoliubov auto- 
morphism, $4) on A(K) given by 
a(k) H &w, k E K, where 6. k(s) = $(s)k(s). 
These automorphisms are implemented in the representation rrp=‘, see the 
remark below, so there exists a unitary operator r,(q) on the representa- 
tion space 2 of rc,~ such that 
2.2.1. Remark. For implementability require that ($PZ - P” 6) is a 
Hilbert Schmidt operator [S2]. The property that 
27tTrace(Pp4*P,4P-)= f kq3cdk<a 
k=l 
for $4 smooth, d(s) = l/J% xk dkeik’, enables this to be deduced. This 
property will be of use in a later section which is the reason for its inclusion 
here. 
Now by the irreducibility of the representation px the map $H I’,(&) 
defines a projective representation of Map(S’, U( 1 )x U( 1)). That is, by 
fixing the phase of the implementing unitaries, a U( 1)-valued 2-cocycle, 6, 
is defined on Map(S’, U( 1) x U( 1)) such that 
But the representations rcpz and rcpb.r are equivalent, hence there exists 
a unitary UB+~Z such that 
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Thus if the unitary operator r,,,(J) is defined as 
this satisfies 
That is, TB,,($) implements the automorphism r(b) in the representation 
z+r. A simple calculation also gives 
So the map $ H f,,(i) defines a projective representation of 
Map(S’, U(1) x U( 1)) with the same 2-cocycle, D, as r,(J). 
Map(S’, U( 1)) denotes the subgroup of Map(S’, U( 1) x U( 1)) consisting 
of multiplication operators of the form (“g’ y) which will be denoted by 4. 
Then the above shows the following. 
2.2.2. Remark. The operator r&$), 4~ Map(S’, U(l)), defines a 
o-representation of the group with the 2-cocycle (T being independent of 
both fl and CL. 
Let 4! denote the von Neumann algebra generated by TpJq5), 
4 E Map(S’, u(l)). As wg+ is a (F, 8) KMS state, JV is contained in 
(A”(H@O)}” where J(H@O) is the C*-algebra generated by the set 
with I-,,( - 1) the implementer of the multiplication operator ( 0’ U,), see 
[C3] for more details and proofs. 
The evolution rP of the system, that is, A(H), can be extended to an 
evolution P’ of A(K) by defining 
where 
?;(a(k)) = u(?;k), VkcK, 
is the extension of r: to K. These automorphisms are also implemented 
in the representation z+p, by T, say, thus giving a map on the 
a-representation defined by 
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But T,f,l,,,(d) T, ’ and /*,I.,,(4,L where 
(b,(s) = r:‘fjr; ‘(s) = c#J(,s + f). 
both implement he same automorphism thus 
Tr J-,1,,,(d) T, ’ = c q&h), 
where c is a complex number of unit modulus, dependent on y5 and t. 
Denote this by c?(q$ t) then this satisfies the cocycle condition 
and the following holds. 
2.2.3. Remark. The modular automorphism group r” corresponding to 
the state oB,P on A(H) restricts on A to the one parameter group of 
automorphisms defined above and moreover the state We+ 1 .M is a (?, 8) 
KMS state. 
2.3. Investigation of op+ I,# 
First note that Map(S’, CJ( 1)) is the direct product of the subgroups 
(1) M,= {e”:fEMap(S’, lQ),f(2rt)=f(O), jpf(s) ds=O}. 
(2) M,. =subgroup generated by the constant functions and the 
functions given by s H exp(ins), n E Z. 
Clearly M, can be identified with S’ x Z hence let 
A$ = von Neumann algebra generated by { rll,{,(q4) : 4 E M,}, 
A< = von Neumann algebra generated by { Tp,,(q5) :4 E S’ x Z}. 
The previous Subsection 2.2 demonstrated that the 2-cocycle for the 
rP,,( .)‘s is the same as that for r,( .). Define L as Map(S’, R), then L 
is the Lie algebra of Map(S’, U( 1)) and L 0 L the Lie algebra of 
Map(S’, U( 1) x U( 1)). Now the results in [C6, L3] imply the existence of 
a projective representation of LO L, denoted by f~ J,(f) say, where 
J,(T) is a self adjoint operator with 
and 
r,(exp( ij)) = exp iJ, (7). 
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Therefore defining J,{,,(7) as 
Ja,Jf) = U,L, J,(s) ui-i,: 
gives a projective representation of L@ L with Jp,,(f) a self adjoint 
operator with 
However, 
where CT is a linear functional not necessarily zero. The phase of 
r,Jexp(iy)) may be changed though, without changing the cocycle 6, to 
obtain a modified generator J”B,P(7) with the above properties and the 
additional 
This choice of phase will now be assumed and the tilde dropped from the 
notation. 
On the restriction to Map(S’, U(1)) of the above the phase of r,(d) 
may be chosen for 4 having arbitrary winding number NJ(~) consistently 
with the zero winding number elements to give 
where 1,4, =exp ifj for j = 1, 2, see [CS] for details. Hence 
~,,,(4,)~,,,(~2) = E(4lr ~2u-~,p(~2~~~,phh~~ 
where 
. exp 
For the special case when 4, = exp ifi and fi E L for j = 1,2 this may be 
simplified to 
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But the factor in the exponential determines a non-degenerate symplectic 
form on L, hence the canonical commutation relations over L. Thus the 
map 
d t-+ l;,,,(4)> 4 E Map(S’, U( I )) 
gives a representation of the CCR algebra over L in Weyl form. Therefore 
the algebra &,, is generated by a representation of the CCR algebra. 
From the definition of the cocycle above it is not difficult to deduce that 
whenever q5r E M, and I$* E M, or vice versa. Therefore the algebras A0 and 
J%~ are contained in the commutants of one another. Also the evolution rj’ 
leaves these two algebras invariant. The expression given for the cocycle 
together with the condition (t) enables the determination of the expression 
6(q4, t), see [C3, Lemma 2.71. This is given by 
cq~, t) = (qqO)~(t) ‘e ‘p’)w’41!2, forany PEE?? 
so that 
2.3.1. LEMMA. For each p E R, /? > 0 the algebra c&C has a unique (?‘, /-r) 
KA4S state OF;, ~ whose generating functional is 
where tj(s) = exp i(ns + a) and 8(cr) = xk qk(k+p)eiksr where the nome of the 
theta function is q = e p8/2. 
Proof The proof in [C3, Lemma 2.81 for the special case p = -l/2 is 
sufficient as it is dependent only on the cocycle and the time evolution both 
of which are independent of /? and p. 
The following proposition concerns the factorization of a KMS state. It 
is taken from [C3]. See Proposition 2.9 in that paper for a proof. 
2.3.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose B and C are von Neumann algebras of 
operators on the same space, each of which is in the commutant of the other, 
and each of which is invariant under the action of a one parameter group, 
t H tt, of automorphisms of the algebra A they generate. Then any (z, fi) 
KMS state on A restricts to (t, /I) KMS states on B and C. Moreover tf C 
has a unique (r, fi) KMS state co; then the original state factorizes into a 
product of ufi and a (z, /?) KMS state on B. 
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2.3.3. THEOREM. The (9’, p) KMS state 08+ on the van Neumann 
algebra A has the form 
Proof. From the two preceding comments the form of og+ on A0 is the 
only thing required as o~,~ is the product of the unique KMS state on A(. 
given by Lemma 2.3.1 and a KMS state on JO, that is, 
By the methods of [C6, L3], for the representationT+-+ Jb,JJ) of LO L 
(~2~,~, J, (7)J,,(~‘)R,,,) =Trace(P~~‘JIP~~‘7’P~~‘). 
The case of interest involves the simplification 
J=.7’ =(fo)’ 
in which case the two lemmas following this proof give 
Hence as A’& is generated by a representation of the CCR algebra, standard 
properties of this algebra lead to 
(Q p,),> rb.,(d)Q8,p) =exp -& c 41 -e-Bk 
k#O 
where 4 = exp if E MO. 
Now from [Rl] 
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Therefore if $ = (‘c y), 
Hence comparing this with the form given in Lemma 2.3.1 it can be seen 
that p=O and thus 13~0,. 
Combining this and the previous formula for o,~+ on A0 gives the result. 
2.3.4. LEMMA. Suppose PEE, ncZ’\(O), and /?E(O, co), Then 
Proof 
(1 +eB(‘-P))-l (1 +e B(r ‘I P))- 1 
=(I -enB)-’ [(l +,/R-L4-‘-(1 +e-m--P))-~‘]. 
Hence the sum can be rewritten as 
(1 -e”B)-l c [(l +,/x-r))- l-(1 +,-PC~-wy]. 
,CL 
Now, suppose N > n then 
rj, CU +e WP))~l_ (1 +epD(rpn-flc))-l] 
1 1 
=l+e Pv--n+l-p)+ ... + 1 +efl(N..‘) V J 
n terms 
1 1 - - . . . _ 
1+,8(-N-n-p) 1 +,wN-1-p) 
n terms 
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as other terms cancel. But each positive term tends to 0 as N -+ cc and each 
negative term to - 1. Thus 
and the result follows. 
2.3.5. LEMMA. Suppose ~(S)=expi(ns+cc+Ckzofkelk~) and f(s)= 
CkfOfkeiks. Then if7 denotes the 2 x 2 matrix [{ i], 
Trace(P?pTP’$flyP6p) =& c k(1 --e-@-l IIfk/12. 
k#O 
Proof. With f as above, after simplification 
Trace(PFflyP$I1yP!?‘) = Trace(AB,,f( 1 -As,,)./). 
Taking fourier transforms this can be shown to equal 
Now 4 is a unitary operator, that is, q5* = 4 ‘. But 
and 
d*=exp-i ns+ol*+ 1 fk*ep’k . 
k#O > 
Therefore c1= a*, that is, a is real, and fk =f Tk. Hence f, f -n = f 5, fin = 
llf-nl12. 
These facts together with Lemma 2.3.4 give the result. 
2.4. The Fermion Algebra from Map(S’, U( 1)) 
The other direction will now be considered; that is, with a projective 
representation of Map(S’, U( 1)) defined through a particular function, 
then the CAR algebra acts on the Hilbert space of this representation and 
the CAR elements are limits, in a certain sense, of the loop group elements. 
Let o~,~ denote the following function on the central extension of 
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Map(S’, U(1)) determined by the 2-cocycle, CT, given in the previous 
Subsection 2.3 
x exp 
i 
-& -c k(1 --e -0”) ’ l/ll2j. 
I #O 
where ~(~)=exp(i(ns+C,,.,f;,e’~“)). 
This determines a o-representation of Map(S’, U( 1)) as follows: if 
Subsection 2.3 gives that o&d) determines a o-representation of 
Map(S’, U( I )) which will be denoted by r,,,(4). Note the function really 
has no dependence on p so rD,,(q4) could be written r,(d) see [C3]. This 
fact is the main point of Subsection 2.3. Hence 
determines a a-representation via 
The elementary functions which will enable the construction of the CAR 
elements are given by the following. Let the special loops or “kinks” be the 
functions defined by 
where ,I E (0, 1). These enable the approximate fermion operators of “blips” 
to be defined as 
B = e’(1’2-Pc)a(l - 3~2)-‘/2a(~l,o, yEy&,,,)J’F,,(Y,,,) a, 1. 
using the definition of the cocycle 0 and the fact that r,,j.(e) can be written 
as 
y&O) =exp i (&a)- i C ;lI%?n(OP*) n 
I[ ’ I> . HfO 
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There now follows two propositions concerning the limit process used to 
obtain the fermion operators. One describes the limiting procedure and its 
domain while the other demonstrates the fermion operators. They are 
general results and may be found in [CS] for the computationally harder 
case of R instead of S’ and also in [P4] in a slightly different form so no 
proofs are given here. 
2.4.1. PROPOSITION. Set A = (A,, . . . . A,) and 
where (*) indicates that the adjoint may be substituted at any point and 
where G is a smooth function on S’. Then &(G) is a well defined vector in 
X and the strong limit as Aj + 1 j= 1, .,., N exists independently of the order 
in which the Aj are taken to 1. For g a smooth function of S’ the operator 
B(g)‘*’ may therefore be defined on the domain consisting of polynomials in 
the blips and also inductively on the larger domain obtained by taking the 
span of all vectors of the form 4,(G) via 
2.4.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose 4 = exp if E Map(S’, U( 1)) and c(, < E 
[0,2x). Then 
(1) &M&&M* = #(a)Bcx, 
(2) LB,*, B,l+ =274~-1)1, 
(3) LB,, &I+ =O= [B,*, $I+> 
where B, = lim,, I B,,,. 
2.4.3. Remark. Proposition 2.4.1 defines an “operator-valued istribu- 
tion” and Proposition 2.4.2 is supposed to be understood in the sense of 
distributions. For example, (2) means 
Hence B(g)‘* ) can be defined for all g E L*(S’, C). Proposition 2.4.2 shows 
that the limiting distributions satisfy the anticommutation relations. 
2.4.4. Remark. From Subsection 2.2 the time evolution of the loop 
group elements, regarded as multiplication operators on L*(S’, C), is given 
580/95!1-13 
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by 4 + d, where 4J.s) = Q(s + t). Hence it is a simple calculation to show 
that the “kinks” evolve according to 
Yz.i. + CYl,;lr=Yz-r.2. 
This leads to the following lemma. 
2.4.5. LEMMA. The “blips” evolve according to 
B,,j.+ [B,,;.lt=e~~‘~‘B,~~,,. 
ProoJ From Subsection 2.3 
Cr/I,p(Ya,l)lr= (~~,j.(“)~,~.(t)~‘)“2r~,~([~,~l~)~ 
Hence 
ei(l/* ~ fl)a( 1 _ A*) - 112 
( 
1 --e-‘” ~-e-1z ;le’(‘-“‘- 1 l/2 
Y 
1 - ieia ‘le-i- 1 . ;l-ee”f-“’ ) 
2.4.6. Remark. This essentially gives the operator-valued distribution 
B, evolves according to 
B,+ [Ba]r=e~‘“*B,+,. 
2.4.7. THEOREM. The state o~,~, is a KMS state for the F-algebra 
generated by 
{B(g) : gE L*(S’, @I>. 
Proof: The proof is essentially the same as that in [C3, Proposi- 
tion 3.121, the only difference is that the blips evolve somewhat differently. 
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Using the notation of that Proposition, suppose X and Y are products of 
blips and their adjoints let 
B,*, . . . . B&, B,, , . . . . B,, 
be the terms appearing in X and Y in the limit with B& B,, elements of X 
ifjeJ, kEK, where a= IJI and b= (KI. 
So by the above wBJ Y[X],) is exp( - ip(b - a)t) times the appropriate 
correlation function for the limits of the blips. That is, 0~~ becomes OIL- t if 
j E J and ck becomes ik - t if k E K. With the correlation function written 
explicitly in the form given by [C3, Proposition 3.81 together with the 
additional exp i&,( l/2 + 11) term, which equals 
exp i(1/2 + PI C taj-ij) 
in this case, the t dependent factors are 
C ([j-Uj)+ (a-b)t , 
I 
expi(1/2+p) x(~~~--LI~)+(b-a)t 
i 
C (u,-Cj)+ (b-u)t 3 
i 1 
and 8, terms. 
Now the exp( - ip(b - a) t), exp i/2(u - b) t, and exp i( l/2 + p)(b - u)t terms 
combine to leave 1, which is t independent. Thus the e, and 0, terms are 
the only t dependent. Similarly these are the only t dependent erms in 
o~+( [X],Y) and the proof of [C3, Proposition 3.121 covers the t 
dependence of these terms to give 
q?,,(WI, Y) = mp,pc( yLn+qd. 
That is, COG+ is a KMS state. 
2.4.8. Remark. Since o~,~ is a KMS state on the CAR algebra with the 
time evolution given in the previous remark, by the uniqueness of KMS 
states for the CAR algebra this must coincide with the quasi-free state 
given at the beginning of this analysis, that is, the quasi-free state defined 
bY A,,. 
2.4.9. Remark. This analysis demonstrates that the boson-fermion 
correspondence as described is not as good as it could be. The only situa- 
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tion a bijective correspondence occurs is when p + l/2 = 0 and it is this 
situation which is described in [C3]. Otherwise the process from loop 
group to CAR algebra is injective but from CAR algebra to CCR algebra 
it certainly is not. This may be due to the implicit choice of phase taken 
in the argument so that 
With another choice of phase the cocycle might be adjusted so that the 
“rotation” exp if,( l/2 + p) occurs in the state. 
2.4.10. Remark. This extra term exp if,(1/2 +,u) appears to tie in with 
[C4, Sect. 4.31, certainly if ,u E Z,,, so that (l/2 + p) E Z, giving a connec- 
tion with Bose-Einstein condensation. 
3. A DETERMINANT IDENTITY 
3.1. Introduction 
This section uses results of [Pl] to calculate the expression 
defined in Section 2. Identifying this formula with the produced in the 
previous section leads to a determinant identity reminiscent of Szego’s 
theorem. A brief description of the structure and results of use from [Pl] 
now follows. 
Suppose W is an infinite dimensional complex Hilbert space with com- 
plex structure i and distinguished conjugation P. Let Q be a self adjoint 
operator such that Q2 = 1 and QP + PQ = 0. The Q-Fock representation of 
the Clifford algebra C( W, P) is given by 
&,(w) = a*(Q + w) + 4f’Q- WI, 
where a( .), a*( .) are annihilation and creation operators on the alternating 
tensoralgebra,4(W+).(W,=Q,W,Q,=1/2(lfQ).) 
3.1.1. DEFINITION. Let G( W, Q) denote the set of bounded operators g 
on /1( W, ) such that 
gF(w) = F(ng)wk, 
for some bounded, invertible, P-orthogonal T(g) on W. 
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Note. An operator T on W is P-orthogonal if PT*P= T-l. 
3.1.2. THEOREM. If T is unitary on W commuting with P and TQ - QT 
is a Hilbert Schmidt operator on W then there exists a unitary g E G( W, Q) 
such that T = T(g). Conversely if g is a unitary element of G( W, Q) then 
T(g) Q - QT( g) is a Hilbert Schmidt operator on W. 
3.1.3. DEFINITION. The Q-representation of W is the representation 
where 
Q=[:, ol], P=[; ;]> j=[;: :A]~ 
where ,4 is a complex structure. 
3.1.4. Remark. If T= [F;; Fi:] in the Q-representtion of W then 
T& T,, + T;, Tzl = 0 
T&T,, + TT2 Tz2 = 0 
Tis P-orthogonal o Tzl T,* + TT, Tz2 = I 
TkkA=ATkk, k=l,2 
TkjA= -AT,,, j#k. 
This is a simple consequence of the facts PT*PT= 1 and iT= Ti. 
3.1.5. DEFINITION. An element g E G( W, Q) is factorable if Q ~ T(g) + Q + 
is invertible. 
3.1.6. Remark. If 
T(g) = 
T,,(g) Tn(g) 
Tzk) T,,(g) 1 
in the Q-representation of W then 
Q- T(g)+ Q+ = T ;g, 
21 
T 9,,]. 
22 
Consequently T(g) is factorable if and only if Tz2(g) is invertible in which 
case 
(Q-Tk)+Q+,-l= 
I 0 
- T,'k)Md 1 T,'(g) ' 
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3.1.7. Remark. If T,, is invertible then T = L( 1 )L(2) where 
and 
L(Z)=[T? ’ ;,1. 
If T is P-orthogonal then so are L( 1) and L(2). 
3.1.8. DEFINITION. Let 
R=(T-l)(Q-T+Q+)-‘= T;-P,l;l 
[ 22 21 
;::I; , 
22 1 
R(l)=(L(l)-l)(Q~L(l)+Q+)-l= T OT:; 
21 
T12;G1], 
R(2)=(L(2)-l)(Q-L(2)+Q+)P1= ’ 1. 
1 - T;; 
3.1.9. LEMMA. Suppose g is a factorable element of G( W, Q). Then 
T( g)Q - QT(g) is a Hilbert Schmidt operator on W. Furthermore 
where (g) = (a,, g!Sg) with 52, = 10 0 0 0 @ . . . denoting the vacuum 
vector in A( W,). 
3.1.10. THEOREM. Suppose g, is a factorable element of G( W, Q) for 
each k = 1, . . . . n. Then if (gI . ..g.,) #O 
<s, ..-g,>‘= fi (skj2 det2(l + L AR), 
k=l 
where L is the n x n block matrix with entries 
-Q+L,+,(2)...L,+,(2) formal+2 
Ln = 
-Q+ 
i- 
f or m=l+l 
0 for m=l 
- Jz7, for m<I 
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and AR the n x n block diagonal matrix with entries 
A&, = d,,,, AR,, 
where AR, = R, - R,,,(2) and X= PXP. For a definition of det, see [SS]. 
3.2. Basic Structure 
The necessary structure for the application of the results outlined in 
Subsection 3.1 is now developed. 
3.2.1. LEMMA. Suppose K is a Hilbert space. Let K = K@ R where R 
denotes the Hilbert space conjugate to K and where the inner product of K 
is given by 
Let r denote the operator on i? defined by 
Then the CAR algebra over K, A(K), is *-isomorphic to the self-dual CAR 
algebra over i? with antiunitary involution r, A,,,(K, r). 
Proof: T2 = 1 is obvious. 
Iff=fi@f2, g=g,Og, then 
m rgh=u22fi, tsog,h 
=<g,f)w 
using the definition of the inner product given above and 
(X> Y)K= (Y, X)K. 
So I’ is an antiunitary involution, thus A,nc(K, r) can be defined. 
Suppose As,,(l?, r) is generated by B(f )(*I, f E K, and A(K) by a(k)‘*‘, 
k E K, then the *-isomorphism is given by the identification 
B(x@y)=a(x)+a*(y). 
3.2.2. LEMMA. Suppose P is a projection on K and wp is the quasi-free 
state on A(K) determined by P. Then wS, the quasi-free state on As,,(K, r) 
determined by S= PO (1 -P), is equivalent to op. That is, cop acting on a 
combination of a(f;)‘s and a(gj)*‘s, fi, gje K, is equal to os acting on the 
corresponding B(x, @ y,)‘s given by the *-isomorphism and vice versa. 
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Proqf: TST= 1 - S and 0 6 S = S* < 1 so S does indeed determine a 
quasi-free state os. Now 
w,(a*(fb(g))= (g, Pf)K 
= (8, pf>,+ (0, (1 -p)o)R 
= ((gOO), (Pot1 -p))(f@o))R 
= ((gOOh S(f@O))E 
=w,(B*(fOO)B(gOo)) deftnition of ws 
=q#-w@f)B(g@0)) 
and 
ws(B*(fl O *Pk, OE2)) 
= ((s, OE,)? S(fi omx 
= (gl, Pf1,)K-t (is> (1 -m)R 
=(g,,pf,,).+(j;,g,).-(~*f,,pg,), as P is self adjoint 
=~P(Q*(fiMg,)+ CT*> 2*)K-a*h?*MfJ) 
by the definition of wP 
= ~P(a*(flb4g,) + 4fda*(&)) 
using the canonical anticommutation relations 
= wP((a*(fi) + 4fd)(&!l) + a*(&))) 
using the properties of a quasi-free state. 
So the two point correlations agree. Hence as the two states are quasi- 
free they agree on any correlation as quasi-free states are determined by 
their two points correlations. 
3.2.3. Remark. If R is an operator on K with 0 d R d 1, R self adjoint, 
then if T is defined as R 0 (1 - R) the previous lemma is true for wR and 
oT in place of cup and ws. 
3.2.4. LEMMA. Suppose U is a unitary operator on K. Then the 
Bogoliubov automorphism of A(K) given by 
$U)a(k)=a(Uk), kEK 
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is equivalent o the Bogoliubov automorphism of A,,,(K, IJ given by 
where +Y = U@ U. 
Proof T%!!T=% so z(%) does indeed define an automorphism of 
AsDc (K, f ). The equivalence is obvious. 
3.2.5. Remark. P is a projection, hence S = PO (1 - P) is a projection 
and since KW= 1 - S it is a basis projection. Thus the state os is a 
Q-Fock state where Q + = 1 - S, (S = Q _ ) with its corresponding 
representation on the alternating tensor algebra n(Q + R). Hence the 
results of Subsection 3.1 are applicable. 
3.3. Application of Basic Structure 
In this particular case K= HO H where H= L2(S1, C) and P= Pff is 
the projection on K given by the 2 x 2 matrix 
where 
PAP = 
[ 
A,P A;(;( 1 - AB,J1’2 - A;!;( 1 - A,#’ 1 - A,, I7 
with 
h, g(s) = ( - Wds - P) g(s), gEH. 
So to examine the state W+I on A(K) and its associated representation 
rr++ the state os on As,,(K, r) and its associated Q-Fock representation 
will be studied. To do this the “Q-representation of W” in this case needs 
to be determined. 
3.3.1. Notation. Let Q denote the operator on R given by the 2 x 2 
matrix form 
[ 
l-2P!+ 0 
0 2pP+ - 1 - 1 
Then define Q+ = 1/2(1fQ)andQ+=l-SsoQ_=S. 
Also let 
Q'_[I,z'" ’ ] 
2P”“-1 
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with corresponding definitions for Q’+and S’ as above where PT is given - 
in Lemma 2.1.2. 
3.3.2. LEMMA. Let q denote the operator on i? given by the 4 x 4 matrix 
[ 
0 
0 
P- 
p+ 
a 
a* 
0 
0 
P- 
p+ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a ’ 
a* 1 
where a is a partial isometry such that aa* = P, , a*a = Pp. For example, 
a:g,H 
i 
&(n+l) for n<O g- (n+ I) for nB0 
0 for n>O 
a*: g, H 
i 0 f or n CO. 
Then q is a unitary and 
(1) q*Q’+q=(:, :,. 
(2) q*rq = r. 
(3) q*Aq=A’ where 
A= 
Proof: Direct computation using the following properties of a and a*: 
P-a=aP, =0 and P,a=aP-=a, 
a*P_=P a*=0 + and a*P, = P- a* = a*. 
3.3.3. COROLLARY. Let W8,& be the operator on K defined in Remark 
2.1.5 and +V& the operator on K given by 
( 
W P.P 0 
0 wLt, 
Then 
(1) q*wLQ+ %,pq = (:, 3. 
(2) q*^ly-~p$,, = r. 
(3) q*YV-&JY& = A’. 
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Proof: From Remark 2.15 
hence 
and (1) follows from Lemma 3.3.2. 
Since WD,, is a unitary and commutes with both r and A, (2) and (3) 
also follow from Lemma 3.3.2. 
3.3.4. Remark. From Corollary 3.3.3 above it can be deduced that 
1 0 
q*TLQ%t,q= o _ 1 . ( 1 
That is, the unitary q*w;i, implements the Q-representation of R. Note 
also that the unitary q* implements the Q’-representation of K since 
q*Q’q= :, “, . ( > 
3.3.5. LEMMA. Suppose U is a unitary on K. Then the following hold: 
(1) z(U) is implementable in rep- LC o t(U) is implementable in TC~P.P. 
(2) z( iJ) is implementable in 7~~” o z(a) is implementable in n,. 
(3) z(U) is implementable in n,a.Pet(%) is implementable in 71s. 
(4) z(a) is implementable in 7~s~ o z(a) is implementable in 7~s. 
Proof. (1) r(U) is implementable in rcp~.ti 
o UPb” - P!“ is Hilbert Schmidt 
* U( y?.,p”” WJ,,) - ( w,., Pr W;, V) U is Hilbert Schmidt. 
Now (1 - Wa,J is a trace class operator (see Remark 2.1.5), T say, so 
W,,, = 1 - T hence 
oU(l-T)P?(l-T*)-(1-T)P?(l-T*)UisHilbertSchmidt 
0 UPC” -P”” U- ((UTP”” - TP”‘ U) + (UP:,* - T*P”O U) 
- (UTPmT* - TPyT*U)} is Hilbert Schmidt 
oUPc”- P? U is Hilbert Schmidt 
o r( U) is implementable in xp=, 
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(2) r(U) is implementable in 7~~: 
0 UP” - P 7 U is Hilbert Schmidt 
is Hilbert Schmidt 
o O&S’ - S’% is Hilbert Schmidt 
o r(e) is implementable in ng~. 
(3) Same as (2) with PY and S’ replaced by PFll and S, respectively. 
(4) Follows from (2) o(1)-(3). 
3.3.6. Remark. From the previous section the multiplication operator 
$= (i 7) where CJ~ E Map(S’, U( 1)) induces an automorphism of A(K) 
which is implemented in both the representations xP= and x~/J,, by r,(d) 
and rP,,(d), respectively. Hence the multiplication operator @ = ($ ‘$ 
induces an automorphism of A,,,($ r) which is implemented in both the 
representations zss and x5-. Let r,.(Q) and r,(Q) denote the respective 
implementers. 
Now relationships between I-,(@), r,.(Q), I’,,,(c$), and r,(4) are 
required in order that the results obtained for f,(Q) are applicable to 
TPJd). This problem is considered below. 
3.3.7. LEMMA. If U is a unitary on K with z(U) implementable in rep= 
then 
Proof: The GNS representation, rrs, of the state os on A,,,($ I) can 
be identified with the representation x1 given by 
where A,, A$ are the annihilation and creation operators on the Fock 
space of i?, F(K) = F(KO a), respectively. But 
F(K@&F(K)@F(R), 
allowing the identification 
&(f@d = adf) 0 Y + 10 ad g), 
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where a,, a: are the annihilation and creation operators on F(K), and y is 
the self adjoint unitary such that 
Y%(f) = - %mc 
that is, y is the implementer of the Bogoliubov automorphism z( - l), and 
$2 = Q where 52 is the vacuum vector. 
Therefore if y=f@ g E i? 
where 
is a representation of A(K) on F(K) @F(R). 
Hence if r,(U) is the implementer of r(U) in the representation rtn2 of 
A(K) then T,(U) is the implementer of r(q) in the representation rcl of 
A,,,(K, r). That is, r,(e) = T,(U) and 
(Q,Y rl(@)Q, > = (Q*, r*(uP,>, 
But the GNS representation, ~c~B,~, of the state CO+ on A(K) can be 
identified with the representation ,. Hence by the weak continuity of the 
inner product 
The equality for S’ and P? holds by exactly the same argument 
replacing S with s’ and Pkp with PE. 
A trivial application of this lemma gives the following. 
3.3.8. COROLLARY. With the notation of Remark 3.3.6 
(rs(@)) 2 <Q,, Ts(@)Q.Y) = <Q,,> &hw&3,J~ 
(r,(@)) 2 <QLsY ~.s(@W,.) = (Qm, r,(4)Qm >. 
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3.3.9. bMMA. If’ U is a unitary on K with T(U) implementable in zpr 
then 
ProoJ From the previous subsection 2.2 
where U,p is a unitary such that 
Claim. U,, = r,( WD,,)*. 
Now W,,, is a unitary operator with 1 - W,,, a trace class operator and 
det W, ~ = 1, see Remark 2.1.5. Therefore the Bogoliubov automorphism 
t( Wp,,) is inner, so certainly implementable, in the representation 7~~‘. 
Denote this implementer by f n( W,, & then 
Replacing k by W;,,k and rearranging gives 
f,(WB,~c)*71p~(a(k))T,(W,,) = = p(a( W&h)) 
=7I wB,eP: w;,,(4k)) 
= n9Lg(a(k)). 
Therefore CT,, = r,( WP,J* as required and the first equality is shown. 
The same proof gives the second equality. 7cS and 7cSS are unitarily 
equivalent by the equivalence of xphP and z P= and the equivalence unitary 
can be shown to be T9(Wfi+)* using the same method and 
applying this lemma to the particular case of interest. 
3.3.10. COROLLARY. With the notation of Remark 3.3.6 
r@,,(d) = ~m(wB,r)*~m(4)~m( wp.,,? 
Ts(@D) = Ts(~~,,)*T,.(~i)T,.(~~,,). 
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3.4. Factorability of Elements 
From Corollary 3.3.10 
In order to use the results of Palmer outlined in Subsection 3.1, in 
particular Lemma 3.1.9 and Theorem 3.1.10, on the RHS correlation 
TY(Wp,ll), r,(Wj,p)*, and r,.(Q) need to be factorable. This is now 
considered. 
3.4.1. LEMMA. r&V&J and Ts(%$,)* are both factorable. 
ProoJ: From Definition 3.1.5 and Remark 3.1.6, Ts(Wfl,J is factorable 
if 7’(%$,,),, is invertible where r(Wp,r) is the Q’-representation of %&. 
But 
TC%.,) = q*%,iq 
x Y = Y X’ [ 1
where P= [c; ,“I, A = [z $1, and 
JJ-=P*W~,~P+A*W~+A, 
Y= P* WB,@A + A* W,,,P. 
so 
T(+qJ,pl)az=X 
=P*WII,,P+A*W,j,,A 
Pm P, Pm 0 = [ I[ Aj& + (1 -A,,,r)“2P+ A;‘;P+ - (1 -A/J’2P~ 00 -A;‘;P, + (1 -ABp)“*P- A& +(l - Ap,u)1’2P+ IC 1 P, 0 0 0 [ I[ A;$Pm + (1 - Ag,p)“2P+ A;!tP+ - (1 - Ag,J”‘P- 0 a + a* a -Ai$P+ +(l -A11,,)“2P- Ai$P_ +(1 -Ag.p)“2P+ I[ 1 0 a* 
0 = A;!;P- + (1 -A&“*P+ 
0 a*( 1 - Ap,,)“% + aA,!+* 1 
which is clearly invertible with 
m%L),’ = Ai;‘*Pp+(l-A&“*P+ 
0 
0 ’ a*(1 -AAB,r)-“2a+aAg,j/2a* 1 ’ 
Hence r,.(Wp,p) is factorable. 
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Now f,,( V;,,,)* = f,.(W,T.,) and 
,. 
T(*r;.,L) = q*@‘;.,,ll = T(%,,,o* = 
So T(YY$,,),~ = X* = X by examination, which is invertible by the above. 
Hence r,( W&,)* is factorable. 
Szego’s Theorem will be of use when considering r,.(Q) hence the 
relevant version will be stated here for this and future reference. 
3.4.2. SZEGO’S THEOREM. Suppose D, is the N x N Toeplitz determinant 
CO C -, ... c-N+1 
Cl c-0 ... c-N+i 
cN-l CN-2 ... co 
where 
1 
I 
2n 
c,=g o e pin”C(eie) d0. 
Under suitable conditions (7) 
where 
In C(e”) d6 
and 
1 
5 
2n 
gn=g o e ~ ine In C( e”) d0. 
The conditions (j-) used in this particular case are the following: 
(1) z:,“= -‘x ICA < 00. 
(2) C,“= poc n Ic,12 < 00. 
(3) C(t)#Offor ItI = 1. 
(4) Ind C(5) = 0. 
For a proof of this version of Szego’s Theorem see [Hl]. 
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3.4.3. LEMMA. If 4 E Map(S’, U( 1)) has a winding number of zero then 
f s,( @) is factorable. 
Prooj As in Lemma 3.4.1, r,.(Q) is factorable if T(@)22 is invertible. 
Now 
with 
T(@ 
c 
)=q*@q= ; 
[ 
‘=P*$A+A*$P, 
C = P*$P + A*$A, 
where P and A are defined as in the proof of Lemma 3.4.1 and 4 is given 
in Remark 3.3.6. Therefore 
T(Q)** = P*$P+ A*$A 
=[%- p;][t Y][ppl oo]+[oq :I[! Y][i :*I 
= 
L 
P-4P-+P+ 0 
0 1 a*&z+P+ . 
So T(@)22 is invertible provided there exist operators X, Y acting on P- 
such that 
x= (Pp#P-)-‘, 
Y= (A*&z~‘. 
That is, 
P_=P_~P_xP~=P~xP~~P~, 
P- = a*q5aa* Ya = a* Yaa*da, 
in which case 
T(Q),’ = 
PpXP_+P+ 0 
0 1 a*Yu+P+ . 
Now 4 is a multiplication operator so Pp dPp has matrix form 
580/95/l-14 
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with respect o the basis 
of Pp H. But any cutoff of this gives a Toeplitz matrix so Szego’s Theorem 
enables the determinant o be deduced. 
If 4 is written as 
exp i ntl +fO+ C freire 
{ 
, 
r#O 1 
then the winding number of 4 is n. So by assumption n = 0. Also the term 
exp if0 is a constant and can be factored out as follows. Rewrite 4 as e%#’ 
then it is easy to see that 
4 is invertible on P _ o d’ is invertible on P_ . 
Therefore the situation to consider is when 
f$ = exp i C freire. 
rfo 
This form for 4 enables the fourier coefficients for In 4 to be seen 
trivially, and in particular p = 1 in this case. The fact that 4 satisfies the 
conditions (t) required for Szego’s Theorem follows from the fact that 
4 E Map(S’, U( 1)) and the winding number of 4 is zero by assumption. See 
Remark 2.2.1, for example, for (2). 
Applying Szego’s Theorem shows that the determinant of Pp q% is 
positive, as g-, g, = - I/ f,ll’ in this case, hence in particular it is invertible 
in P- having non-zero determinant. 
Similarly a*@ has matrix form 
with respect o the basis 
Ce-iO e-2ie e-3io . . . . 
of P-H. Consequently it is also invertible in P- as it is just the transpose 
of P- #P- given above. 
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3.4.4. Remark. If n > 0 then P- e”“P- + P, is not invertible as it has 
a non-trivial kernel. Similarly if n c 0 then a*einea + P, is not invertible as 
it has a non-trivial kernel. Both contain the function e-“. 
3.4.5. Remark. It is easy to see that 
a*Ya=(P-XP-)T=P-XTP-=XT. 
Thus 
Y= P, TP, =a(a*Ya)a* =aXTa* 
and 
T(@)$ = 
P-XP- + P, 0 
0 P-XTP- + P, 1 . 
This connection between X and Y will be of use later. 
3.5. Calculation of One Point Correlations 
3.51. Remark. Using the results of Subsection 3.1 together with the 
information in Subsections 3.3 and 3.4 the following can be deduced. 
This section will be concerned with the one point correlations in the 
above equation, that is, all but the det, term. 
3.5.2. PROPOSITION. 
l(fs(Wp,p))12= n (1 +e-B(“-P))-l (1 +e-B(n+l+P))-l. 
IIT0 
Proof: By Lemma 3.1.9 
l(r,(9&,))12= II~,~(~~,,)~~I12det(~+ IT(~~,~)12T(~,~)22112)-1’2. 
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But /IT,.(Wb,P)Qssl12 = 1 as r,,(W&) is unitary implementer, hence 
I(T,,(~~,~))12=det(Z+ IT(~,,,,),,T(~~.,),‘I’) -“‘. 
Now from Lemma 3.4.1 
zz 
A;;P- + (1 - Ap&y2P+ A:‘;P+ - (1 - Ap,p)‘i2Pm 0 a 
-AA$P+ +(1 -A,J”‘P_ Ai;kP- +(l - Ap,,)“‘P+ I 1 0 a* 0 0 + [ I[ A;;P- + (1 - A,j,r)“2P+ A);;P+ - (1 - A,,,,)“‘Pm a* a -A;[;P++(1-A,,p)1~2Pm A;jZpPm+(1-A,j,,,)“2P+ 
0 
= 
-Aj,‘:a-(1 -Ap,)“2a* 
a*A j[f, + a( 1 - A,j,p)‘!2 0 1 
and 
w&L’ = 
A~;‘2P~+(1-AB,p)-1’2P+ 0 
0 1 a*(l-AAp,p)-1’2a+aAg,~‘2a* ’ 
Hence 
where 
F, = - A;$( 1 - AB,r)“2a - (1 - AB,p)1’2A;!jp*, 
F2=a(l-AB,p)1’2Ap,;‘2+.*A;31-AB,J1’2. 
so 
(~(%LL)l2 w&)2;‘)* = 0 Fc [ 1 F: 0 
= - (7l33,Jl2 7v&I)~1) 
and 
I w$,JI2 wq~,&‘I’ 
= (~(%J~2wi,),1)* (T(wp,J,2T(w$&‘) F, 0 
= 0 F4’ [ 1 
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where 
F3 = A/7,:(1 - A,,)P- + Ap,,(l - A&x’P+ 7 
F,=~*A~,,(l--~,~)-~a+aA~:(l-A~,~)a*. 
Therefore 
F3 0 =l+ o [ 1 F 4 
AB,;P- +(l-A,,)-‘P, 0 = 
0 a*(1 -AA,p)-lu+uA&z* 1 
= Ad- + (1 -A&P+ [ 0 
--I 
’ 0 a*(1 - Ap,Ju + AP+u* 1
so 
= det 
(L 
A,,P- + (1 -A,,)P+ 0 
-1 
0 a*( 1 - Ap,Ju + uA~,~u* I) 
= Cdet(A,,P- + (1 - AB,,)P+)(a*(l -A&U + uA~Jz*)] -l 
= [det(Ag,pu*( 1 - Ap,Ju + (1 - AB,p)~AB,p~*)] -I. 
Hence 
I G(~fl,J)IZ = Cdet&,,~*(l - AB,Ja + (1 - Ap,,)aAp,pa*)11/2. 
Now at the fourier series level the operators A,,, a and u* act as 
ABPgn=e-8(“-p)(l+e-B(n-~))-‘gn, 
an = 
i 
0, n-c0 
geneI, n>O 
u*g, = 0, 
n>O 
g-,-l, n<O’ 
So it is not difkult to show that 
A,xra*(l - Adug, = 
0 n>O 
(1 +eB(wy (1 +eB(n+‘+Pygn, n<O 
and 
(1 - A~,p)~Ag,r~*g, = 
0, n<O 
(1 +e-P(vy (1 +e-P(n+'+Py g,, n>O 
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giving 
(ALtra*(l - Ap.p)a + (1 - AB,p)uA/3,vu*) g, 
i 
(l+e-tiy (l+eB(n+l+d-lgn, 
= (1 +e-B(w4-l (1 +,-8(M+1+fl))-lgn, 
Therefore 
w4@*(1 -A&a + (1 - Ap,,)aAp,&7*) 
= n (1 +,P(+y (1 +eB(n+l+P,)y 
n-co 
n<O 
n 2 0. 
x n (1 +e--B(n-D) )-I (1 +,-acn+l+ly 
II>0 
= n (l+e-fl’“- 
[ 
N-1 (1 +e-P(n+l+P) -1 
II,0 
1 12. 
so 
Cdet&,p~*(l -A/9,& + (1 - AB,JuAg,ru*)]1’2 
= n (l+e-P’“- ry (1 +e-B(n+l+P))-l. 
n>O 
3.53. Remark. Suppose 4 = exp i CkcL fkeike then from the previous 
Subsection 2.3.3 
<Qp+, r,,,(ti)~,,> =b(fo)b(o)- exP --& c k(l -e-pk)-l ifk/'}$ 
k#O 
and from [CSJ 
(a,,r,(d)a,>=exP -& c k 1.1,1’}. 
k>O 
3.5.4. Remark. Using the formula: given in the previous remark it is not 
difficult to show that 
~~,(fo)f9,(0)-’ exp -& f k(ek8- l)-’ Ifkl’ . 
k=l 
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3.6. The det,( 1 + L AR) Term 
From Theorem 3.1.10, (1 + L AR) is a 3 x 3 block matrix in this case 
with 
[ 
0 -Q+ -Q + L(2), 
L= -t-Q+)* 0 -Q+ 
-(-Q+W),)* -t-Q+)* 0 1 
0 -Q+ -Q+Wb 
= Q- 0 -Q+ 9 1 where C = lCr, LVEQ~ Q- 0 
and 
so that 
1 -Q+ A& - Q + L(2), ARw,,~ 
l+LAR= Q ~ ARw;,~ 1 -Q+ARw-,,,, . 
W)tQp ARw;~ Q-AR, 1 1 
The individual entries of this will now be calculated leading to a simplifica- 
tion of this term. 
The AR Terms 
From Definition 3.1.8 and Theorem 3.1.10, in the Q’-representation of R 
AR, = 
[ 
0 T(% T(G),’ 
T(G),’ T(G),, 1 0 . 
Hence the AR terms can be caluclated as follows: 
(1) AR,,p. From Proposition 3.5.2 
0 F, T(%d,,WLL1 = F2 o [ 1 3 
where 
F, = -A;~;(1 -z4A,r)-“2a-(l -Ap,p)“2AB,;‘2a*, 
F2=a(l -Ap,~)“2A~:‘2+.*A~~2,(1 Y+,))“~. 
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From Lemma 3.4.1 and Proposition 3.5.2 
WqL,),’ wqL,‘Ll =(P*W,,P+A*yJ,,A ’ (P*W,f,,,A +A*Wp ,fY 
c Ai,:‘% + (1 - AD,/,) - “‘P+ 0 = 0 a*(1 - AB,p)-1’2a+ ~A,j;;‘~a* I 
r 0 -A;jii$z-(1-Ap,J”2a* 
0 1 ‘L . “*A;‘; + a( 1 - AP,Jii2 0 F, 
= F, 0 [ 1 
= wf/l,p~12wiJ221~ 
(2) A&;,. From Lemma 3.4. 1 
WqJ = 
[ 
x* Y* 
Y* x* 1. 
By examination X* = X and Y* = - Y hence 
7w;,,h2 71~~,,)221 = - l-x-l 
and it is a simple consequence that 
AR “i;r = -AR,,/ 
3.6.1. Remark. The operators ARwbp and ARw;, are trace class. This 
follows from Remark 2.1.3. 
(3) AR,. From Lemma 3.4.3 
T(Q),, = T(Q)*’ = P*JA + a*&P 
P-da 
0 1 
and from Remark 3.4.5 
T( CD),’ = 
[ 
P-xP_+P, 0 
0 P_XTP_ +P, 1 . 
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so 
and 
WL’ T(@L1= 
0 P- XP-da 
P- XTa*q4Pp 1 0 . 
3.6.2. Remark. P- $a and a*$P- have matrix forms 
. . 
. . . 
[. 
. . 
. . . 
. . : : 
..: ;, (j4 
... 44 43 
... 43 4* 
93 
I 
42 ’ 41 
respectively. Hence both are trace class operators showing that AR, is also 
a trace class operator. 
The L(2) Terms 
Similarly in the Q/-representation of R 
0 
T(G),, 1 
thus the L(2) terms are as follows: 
(1) L(2),. T(Q)** is already known and it can be easily seen that 
T(cD);~-’ = 
P-x*P- + P, 0 
0 P-(x’)* P- + P, 1 
[ 
P-XTP- + P, 0 
= 
0 1 P-XPp+P, ’ 
where 8 denotes the operator formed by complex conjugating the matrix 
elements of X. 
(2) WE. 
L(2); = TL(2)3= T(@):, o 
0 
TW,' 1 
and these terms are already known. 
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The lndiuidual Entries 
By the calculations above these are 
Simplification of det, Term 
Given the form of LAR above and the Remarks 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 it is 
possible to deduce that L AR is trace class. Hence 
det,(l t-L dR)=det(l +LdR) 
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=det((l-M,R,)(l-L,M,L,M,+R,M,) 
-L,M~RIM,LzMI) 
=det{l-M,R,-L,M,L,M,+M,R,L,M,L,M, 
+R,M,-M1R,R2M,-LL1M1RIM,L2M1}. 
Straightforward calculations using the formulas for MI, ~5,,~ and R,,? 
enable this to be rewritten as 
det(1 +A;!:(1 -A8,p)p1/2P+$P-XP- +P-XP_dP+(l -A8,p)p1/2Ah!: 
+ P- XP- Ap.j(l -A&J 
+A;$(1 -Ap,ll)-l’*P+~P--P~XP_A~:(l -Afi,J 
+A;$(1 -AB,r)-1’2P+ Y*P+(l -A/jpTq; 
+A;!;(1 -A&q,)-“*P+~P-XP~XP_~P+(l -A/3p2Ay; 
-A;!;(1 -As,,)-“*P+~P_XP~A~:(l -&J} 
.det{l -aA$‘*(l -A8,r)1’2q4P+ Yu 
+ aAj-;“( 1 - AB,J1’2X*A~;‘2( 1 - ABpa* 
+a*YAB,,(1-AB,p)~1.-aAp:‘2 
x (1 -A8,JqP+ YP, YA,,(l -ApJla 
-u*YP+qL4~;‘2(1 -AP,J vu* 
+&4&‘2(1 -ABp$hP+ YP, YP+glAB,;‘2(1 -Agpu* 
+uAi;“(l -Ap,p#P+ YA,,(l -ApJ~u}. 
Using the identity 
det(l+A+B+AB)=det(l+A)det(l+B), 
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this may be simplified to 
detjl +Ax’Jl -AB,,,)- “‘I’+ Y*P+(l -AB+) ““A$/: 
+p- xp- A,;,:lU-Ap+) 
SP XPPqP,(l -AB&) ‘?4;$ 
-A)$ -AB,,‘)~“2P+~P~XP~A~~(1 -Afi,J} 
.det{ 1 +~Ip,i’~(l -A8,P)1’2X*A,$‘2(1 -AB,P)1i2u* 
+a*YA/l,Jl -Alc&r’~ 
-a*YP+qL4~;,/2(1 -AB,J’%* 
l tuA~,:“(l -A/jr)“2@+ YA,,(l -AB,,)P’u}. 
With the connection between X and Y given in Remark 3.4.5 and the 
identity 
aA a,u=(l -AD.-c,+,,b, 
this can be rewritten as 
det(1 +A;!:(1 - Alr,p)~‘/2~~~*(l -AB,~)-1’2Afji:+P~XP~A~,:(1 -A~+) 
+P-XP_@+(l -AP,p)p”2A;!; 
-A~!~(1-AB,~)~“2~+~~_XP_A~:(1-AB,~)} 
.det{l +(1-Ap,j~)~‘/2A~~~~~~T~*(l -AB,i)p1i2AAff 
+P-XTPp(l -AB,;.)Ap,; 
-P_XTPp@TP+(l -AD,,)-1’2A;!;. 
+ (1 -AB,j,)-1’2Ajli?.p+~rp_XTP_(l -Ap,,)A,t}, 
where A= -(I +p). But 
det(1 +CP’DC)=det(l +D), 
hence this may be simplified to 
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where in the first determinant 
C=P- +(I -ApJ”2AgP+, 
and in the second 
C=(l -A,,J’A,,P~ +A~:‘2(1--A,i.)1’*P+. 
This in turn can be rewritten as 
Now det D = det DT hence this may be written as 
det F(X, p).det F(X, -(l +/A)), 
where 
F(X.p)= 1+&7*(1 -A,,))‘A,,+ P_KA&l -A/j&) 
+P-XP-$P+(l --A/jJ’Afi,~- P+qKXP~A&!(l-A/JJ. 
Hence the following lemma has been shown. 
3.6.3. LEMMA. 
det,(l+LdR)=detF(X,~)~detF’(X, -(l+p)), 
Note. The identity 
UA fi,p=(l-Ap,-u+,$ 
is a simple calculation similar to those at the end of the proof of Propo- 
sition 3.5.2. 
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3.7. The Determinant Identity 
3.7.1. Remark. Using the Remarks 3.5.1, 3.5.3, Proposition 3.5.2, and 
Lemma 3.6.3 
where 
Note that the expression on the left hand side is independent of p, similar 
to Lemma 2.3.4. 
3.7.2. Remark. From the previous section, in the proof of Theorem 2.3.3 
= n (1 +2e-P(“-~)cosfo+(e-P(~~~))2)(1 +e 
[ ncz 
-p’n-p))-2]1’- 
= n (1 +2cosfoe-B(n~~c)+(e~B(n-~))2)(1 +e&vwy 
L TI20 
~~~o(1+2cosf,e~~(~+L+ii~+(e~p~~+’+r~)2) 
x(l+e-P(n+I+P) -2 ) I’;‘. 
Hence the identity can be rewritten as 
detF(X,p)detF(X, -(l+p)) 
= exp 
L 1 
-&L, n(e@- l)F’ lLlz}]2 
.nFo(l +2cosfoe~8’“-~)+(e-8(“~~))2) 
. fl (1+2Cosfoe-B(n+‘+~)+(e~B(n+I+~))2). 
n20 
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Thus when p = - l/2 this simplifies to 
detF(X, -l/2)= n (1 +2co~f~e~~(~+‘~‘)+(e~~(~+~‘~))~) 
?I>0 
x exp 
1 
-&f, wb- 1)-l Irn12} 
which is reminiscent of Szego’s Theorem because of the following: 
(1) Suppose q5=efi, i.e., the simplest case, then 
F(X,~)=1+ei’Op+(l-AB,r)-1AB,r+e-ifOP~A~,:(l--AB,p), 
and it is not difficult to show that 
det F(X, CL) det F(X, - (1 + 11)) 
= n (1 + 2 cosfoepP(“pp)+ (eCP(npp))2) 
fl>O 
.nlJo (1 +2cosfoe-S(n+‘+PC)+ (e--B(n+‘+@c))2). 
Thus the two infinite product terms are similar to the p term in Szego’s 
Theorem. 
(2) As for the exponential, this is already similar to the exponential 
term in Szego’s Theorem. Note that 
MA* =f?J,* =fn.L proof of Lemma 2.3.5, 
and that g, = ifn in the application of Szego’s Theorem, see Lemma 3.4.3, 
which explains the minus sign in the exponential. The A,, terms 
presumably produce the extra term (e@ - 1). 
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